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Wedding websites are a popular tool that couples who are engaged use alongside or even 

as a replacement for the wedding invitation. The audience of wedding websites is the guests of 

the wedding, and the purpose of these websites is two-fold: to inform guests about the details of 

the wedding and to showcase the relationship of the couple and their love. Because wedding 

websites have become so essential to wedding planning, it’s easy to find online templates for 

building a wedding website. In fact, there are entire websites dedicated to wedding planning, like 

TheKnot.com and WithJoy.com, where many couples find their wedding website template. 

Generalized website building sites like SquareSpace and WordPress also have specialized 

templates that couples can use to design their wedding website. Because of these templates, 

wedding websites look strikingly similar to each other. 

 For my research, I studied six samples of wedding websites—two websites made by 

friends of mine and four from a round-up article that highlighted outstanding examples of 

wedding websites. The biggest common feature that I noticed is that wedding websites have 

common links on the menu: a “details” page that explains where the ceremony and reception will 

be, a “how we met” page that explains the couple’s love story, a “registry” link where couples 

have listed gifts that they want guests to buy, and an “RSVP” link where people can indicate 

whether they will attend the wedding. Wedding websites have written and visual modes, and the 

media, of course, is a website.  
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 Design elements are fairly standardized across wedding websites. In terms of design, the 

main visual element is engagement pictures of the couple. Engagement pictures are a genre unto 

themselves—they are taken by a professional photographer, couples dress up for them, and the 

pictures are usually taken outside. The engagement pictures on wedding websites take up a lot of 

space; they are either the background of the page or are prominently featured. To ensure that the 

engagement pictures are the main design feature, the background of these websites is usually 

white. Even though couples are using these standardized templates that look pretty similar to 

each other, the engagement pictures make the website feel personalized. 

 There are two main writing styles on wedding websites: a narrative writing style used for 

the “how we met” section as well as a simple, direct style used for the details of the ceremony 

and reception. In the “how we met” section, couples get emotional and tell the story of how they 

fell in love with each other. Like the engagement pictures, this is a place where couples can 

make the wedding website feel personalized. In the “details” section, couples are trying to 

convey the details of the wedding as simply and directly as possible, so details are often written 

in lists and bullet points. 

 In terms of rhetorical appeals, the main appeal is pathos. Weddings are framed as the 

ultimate declaration of love and commitment, so the engagement pictures and “how we met” 

stories get potential guests to feel excited for the couple. Engagement pictures and the “how we 

met” story could also be viewed as an ethos appeal—a way to show potential guests that the 

relationship of the couple is credible, real, and long-lasting. It can be expensive and time-

consuming for guests to attend a wedding, so a wedding website that seems to prove that the 

couple is happy and a good match may be useful to potential guests who are trying to decide 

whether to attend the wedding. Appeals to logos and use of sources aren’t common elements of 
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wedding websites. Attending a wedding is more about emotions and the guests’ relationship with 

the couple than about logic. 

 A particularly interesting sample of a wedding website is the one that my friends Avalon 

and Leandro made this summer for their wedding (The Marriage of Avalon and Leo). This 

wedding website was an invitation to their second wedding. Avalon is from the United States and 

Leandro is from Cuba, and they got married in Cuba about a year and a half ago. However, none 

of Avalon’s friends or family were at that first wedding. Avalon and Leandro have been working 

on his immigration to the United States since they got married, and this summer he moved to the 

United States. They had a second wedding with Avalon’s friends and family present in August. 

Their wedding website was built with evite.com rather than one of the more standardized 

wedding website builders. Though their website shared some of the common elements of typical 

wedding websites, it also broke some of the key genre rules. I argue that their wedding website 

broke the genre rules because the wedding itself was more relaxed than a typical wedding. The 

wedding website was a signal that the wedding itself would break traditional norms.  

 Like traditional wedding websites, Avalon and Leandro share the details of the ceremony 

using a simple and direct writing style. Another element that their website has in common with 

other wedding websites is the link to the registry, where guests could buy wedding gifts. Like 

other wedding websites, there isn’t a particular logos appeal or use of sources. The purpose, 

audience, modes, and media are standard for wedding websites. Other than that, Avalon and 

Leandro’s wedding website breaks a lot of genre rules. There are no engagement pictures of 

them available. In fact, there are no pictures at all. Additionally, there is no “how we met” story. 

Thus, Avalon and Leandro do not rely on any of the typical pathos appeals that wedding 

websites use. Because they had been legally married for a year and a half and were having a 
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second wedding, perhaps they felt that they did not feel that they needed to use a pathos appeal 

to attract guests to the wedding. Friends and family who saw Avalon and Leandro’s names 

together on the website probably felt an ethos appeal—they knew that their relationship was 

credible because of all of the work that they had put in to live in the same country. A “how we 

met” story probably could have strengthened this ethos appeal. 

 Beyond omitting some of the traditional genre rules, there is also an added feature that I 

did not see in other samples of wedding websites that I studied. Because they chose the evite 

platform to build their wedding website, their website had a message board. Guests could post 

questions about the wedding or post comments about how excited they were to attend. This 

message board made the upcoming wedding feel communal and casual. As I watched other 

guests post about how excited they were to come to the wedding, I felt a pathos appeal. This 

pathos appeal functioned differently than what I feel when I look at other wedding websites, 

though. Looking at engagement pictures and reading “how we met” stories on typical wedding 

websites produces a feeling of softness toward the couple, a feeling of happiness for them. The 

message board for Avalon and Leandro’s wedding made me feel excited to be in community 

with all the other guests. The message board shifted the focus away from the couple and toward 

all of the guests attending, making it feel like a big party. This is very much aligned with 

Avalon’s personality and feels like a perfect fit—she is very social and wants to make sure that 

everyone around her is having a good time with each other. 

 As someone who is feeling social pressure to get engaged, studying wedding websites has 

been useful. Traditional weddings are often expensive and time-consuming to plan. The 

traditional wedding website is just a small part of the planning, but you can see how much work 

goes into planning a wedding when you look at the couple’s website—couples have to book the 
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venue, the caterer, research hotels that guests can stay at, get a photographer to take engagement 

pictures, etc. And then they have to post all of this information to the website! Just looking at the 

wedding websites made me feel tired—I felt the weight of all that planning. While I love 

attending my friends’ weddings and I know that having a wedding is the best and most important 

day of life for a lot of people, studying the traditional wedding websites made me feel more firm 

that I’m not interested in putting in all of the work, energy or money into a traditional wedding, 

and therefore I’m not really interested in making a traditional wedding website. 

 Although Avalon and Leandro’s wedding website was created for their second wedding, 

it provides a model for how to have an alternative wedding website, and therefore, an alternative 

wedding. It is a reminder that engagement pictures and a “how we met” story do work well to 

build pathos, but they’re not totally necessary. Like any genre, it’s useful for me and others to 

build an understanding of the common elements and then decide whether to follow or break 

them. Whether couples decide to build the traditional wedding website or do something else, this 

genre is ultimately about something that I can really get behind: celebrating love. 
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